Real fasting times and incidence of pulmonary aspiration in children: Results of a German prospective multicenter observational study.
Prolonged fasting before anesthesia is still common in children. Shortened fasting times may improve the metabolic and hemodynamic condition during induction of anesthesia and the perioperative experience for parents and children and simplify perioperative management. As a consequence, some centers in Germany have reduced fasting requirements, but the national guidelines are still unchanged. This prospective multicenter observational study was initiated by the Scientific Working Group for Pediatric Anesthesia of the German Society of Anesthesiology and Intensive Care Medicine to evaluate real fasting times and the incidence of pulmonary aspiration before a possible revision of national fasting guidelines. After the Ethics Committee's approval, at least 3000 children were planned to be enrolled for this analysis. Patient demographics, real fasting times, anesthetic and surgical procedures and occurrence of regurgitation or pulmonary aspiration were documented using a standardized case report form. Results were presented as median [interquartile range] (range) or incidence (percentage). At ten pediatric centers, 3324 children were included between October 2018 and May 2019. The real fasting times for large meals were 14 [12.2-15.6] (0.5-24) hours, for light meals 9 [5.6-13.3] (0.25-28.3) hours, for formula milk 5.8 [4.5-7.4] (0.9-24) hours, for breast milk 4.8 [4.2-6.3] (1.3-25.3) hours and for clear fluids 2.7 [1.5-6] (0.03-22.8) hours. Prolonged fasting (deviation from guideline >2 hours) was reported for large meals in 88.3%, for light meals in 54.7%, for formula milk in 44.4%, for breast milk in 25.8% and for clear fluids in 34.2%. Eleven cases (0.33%) of regurgitation, four cases (0.12%) of suspected pulmonary aspiration and two cases (0.06%) of confirmed pulmonary aspiration were reported; all of them could be extubated after the end of the procedure and recovered without any incidents. This study shows that prolonged fasting is still common in pediatric anesthesia in Germany that pulmonary aspiration with postoperative respiratory distress is rare and that improvements to current local fasting regimens and national fasting guidelines are urgently needed.